Into Literature Professional Learning
Our blended professional learning model moves beyond the one-size-fits-all approach to include
in-person and online support that is flexible, collaborative, and personalized to meet your needs.
Together, we help create meaningful learning experiences for long-term, sustainable growth.

Comprehensive Implementation Support
Your implementation will begin with Getting Started with Into Literature
Indiana, and a Professional Learning Guide which provides suggestions
for prioritizing content with manageable milestones.
Getting Started Modules and Classroom Videos on Ed: Your Friend in
Learning® will help you hone your craft and discover new strategies
and techniques for teaching.

Personalized Follow-Up
Our in-person and live online Follow-Up sessions focus on supporting
key Into Literature Indiana topics. Choose from relevant 90 minute topics
for a personalized Follow-Up experience:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Maximize Learning with Digital Resources
Plan and Prioritize Instruction
Apply Notice & Note Close Reading Strategies for Deep Analysis of Text
Make Literacy Accessible for all Learners Through Differentiation
Support English Learners in Reading, Writing, Speaking and Listening
Embolden Student Voice, Choice and Action through the Writing Process

Blended Coaching
Our blended coaching focuses not only on an Into Literature Indiana
implementation, but emphasizes reading and writing content skills and
instructional strategies to strengthen teaching and learning practices.
Our coaches will work with you in-person and online to analyze and set your
goals, learn new instructional practices and apply them in your classroom. And,
you will receive ongoing support from your coach through the Coaching Studio.

By honoring the teachers’ questions and concerns, you helped them feel better
about their implementation. Thank you, for helping our teachers help kids.”
— Jason Sutton, Director of Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment

Comprehensive Implementation Support
Getting Started with Into
Literature Indiana Course

In this course, you’ll build understanding and confidence to ensure a strong
implementation. Support differentiation, assessment, and effective whole
and small group instruction using Into Literature resources and
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Professional Learning Guide

Getting Started Modules

Classroom Videos

Expert Videos

Interact with program components, print and digital tools, instructional
strategies from the student perspective
Examine resources for lesson planning and differentiation, along with
assessment tools to monitor progress
Explore Ed: Your Friend in Learning®, including managing classes,
assigning work, and reporting
Collaboratively plan for the ﬁrst/next three weeks of instruction

This interactive guide allows for detailed note-taking and reflection, an overview
of the print and digital resources, manageable milestones and relevant teacher
tips to support implementation. It serves as a reference for the Getting Started
course, complements the Teacher Edition (print or digital) and supports your first
year of implementation.
A library of over 20 on-demand professional learning topics that support your
understanding of the pedagogy and components of Into Literature.
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These videos showcase the program in action, and are filmed in real
classrooms with real teachers modeling Into Literature Indiana strategies
and select lessons.
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These videos feature the point of view of an Into Literature Indiana expert and
explain effective instructional practices and foundational knowledge of
reading.
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24/7 Technical Support
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Our Technical Support team supports your questions on
Ed: Your Friend in Learning.

Personalized Follow-Up
Follow-Up courses

Designed for first and second year implementation, Follow-Up deepens program
mastery and teaching practices in a Balanced Literacy classroom. Leaders choose
from relevant topics.
90 minutes but can be condensed to 60 or extended to 2 hours.

Coaching and Courses to Sustain Growth
Blended Coaching

Courses focused on
Balanced Literacy

Collaborate with an HMH coach individually or as a team. This job-embedded
support allows you to set your goals, learn new instructional practices and reflect.
You’ll stay connected with your coach through the Coaching Studio.
Focus on the literacy strategies and techniques to increase rigor and relevance
specific to their content areas.

Your professional learning will include Comprehensive Implementation Support. Your
HMH Services partners will work with you to create an implementation plan tailored
to your delivery and professional learning needs.
35 teachers per professional learning course or session.

hmhco.com/ProfessionalServices
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